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22  IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  

This document is Senselect’s formal response to [NCCP] - a consultation paper discussing 
the ethical issues of the forensic use of bioinformation. 

Senselect would like to thank the Nuffield Council on Bioethics for this opportunity to 
respond. 

22..11  OOppeenniinngg  rreemmaarrkkss  

Senselect specialise in high assurance biometric security solutions across a wide range of 
market sectors with particular emphasis on data protection, privacy, and the protection of 
the dignity and rights of individuals. 

Senselect believe that there is considerable overlap between bioinformation and 
biometrics (and to some degree they are one and the same). Although the most common 
biometrics in use today are facial and fingerprint; other technologies (including DNA) are 
also active. 

For these reasons Senselect has chosen to respond to this document. 
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33..11  QQuueessttiioonn  11  ((IInntteerrpprreettaattiioonn  ooff  BBiiooiinnffoorrmmaattiioonn))  

1. The interpretation of bioinformation 

a. In your view, is the SGM Plus® system, which uses ten STR markers, sufficiently 
reliable for use in ascertaining the identity of suspects in criminal investigations 
and/or criminal trials? 

In biometric terms, the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) for this technique is about 1 in a 
billion or 0.0000001%. Clearly as stated, as the population size1 increases, this FAR 
becomes increasingly less acceptable. Since the global population is around 5 billion, it is 
clear that greater selectivity (i.e. a better FAR) will be needed, since at this time five 
people in the world will have the same markers. 

A FAR of this order is probably acceptable for most identity situations (e.g. in border 
control), but Senselect suggest that the consequences of a false identification could be 
grave for a misidentified individual, and so a FAR in the order of 1 in 100 billion should be 
targeted. 

Senselect also agree that poor samples increase the probability of a chance match, so in 
practice the stated FAR will never be achieved. 

Furthermore, Senselect suggest that the problem of distinguishing between related 
individuals is serious since experience suggests that many serious crimes against the 
person are usually perpetrated by someone known (and therefore a higher probability of 
being related) to the victim. 

Senselect note that the number of trials (i.e. comparisons made) are small relative to the 
FAR; therefore one cannot assume that as no chance matches have been detected, that 
none will occur in the future. 

33..22  QQuueessttiioonn  22  ((SSaammpplliinngg  PPoowweerrss))  

2. Sampling powers 

a. From whom should the police be able to take fingerprints and DNA samples? At what 
stages in criminal investigations and for what purposes? Should the police be able to 
request further information from DNA analysts, such as physical characteristics or 
ethnic inferences? 

b. Should police expenditure on bioinformation collection and analysis be given 
priority over other budgetary demands? 

c. Do you consider the current criteria for the collection of bioinformation to be 
proportionate to the aims of preventing, investigating, detecting and prosecuting 
criminal offences? In particular: is the retention of bioinformation from those who are 
not convicted of an offence proportionate to the needs of law enforcement? 

3.2.1 Comparison with Data Protection Principles 

It is perhaps useful at this point to discuss what would probably happen if the principles of 
the Data Protection Act were to be applied. 

                                            
1 i.e. the number of entries in the search database 
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One of the key data protection principles is one of proportionality, that is to say that the 
purpose for which personal data (i.e. in this case bioinformation) is collected is 
proportionate; furthermore, there is a need for the purposes to be clearly stated, and 
data retention should only occur while these continue to be true. 

Clearly if the collection of bioinformation was simply constrained by the Data Protection 
Act, then the police would only be able to collect bioinformation where there was a 
demonstrable benefit in doing so. This would imply the following: 

≡ Bioinformation collected from volunteers for the purposes of elimination is a valid 
purpose, but such data should only be used for this purpose and should be destroyed 
once this process is completed (assuming a negative result). 

≡ Bioinformation collected from staff for the purposes of elimination could reasonably 
be retained for the period of their employment and subsequently whilst investigations 
that they might need to be eliminated from are ongoing. 

≡ Bioinformation collected from suspects should only be collected and processed for the 
duration of the investigation and prosecution in question, although it would be 
reasonable during this period to check the information against other investigations. 

≡ Bioinformation collected from convicted persons (who presumably have previously 
given data either as volunteers or suspects) should be retained for a period 
compatible with their sentencing. Because of the prospect of appeals, even after 
sentencing is complete, it would be reasonable to retain their bioinformation while 
any appeal is possible. 

From the data protection point of view it is reasonable to collect bioinformation from all 
these groups, although the points at which data is collected is different in each case. It is 
also worth noting that retention periods would vary. 

Special sub-groups such as witnesses and victims would need special treatment. For 
example their data would need to be retained like that of convicted persons until any 
appeal was no longer possible. 

What is less clear from the data protection perspective is whether it would be permitted 
to use data during retention periods for other and potentially novel purposes. There are 
also difficulties in creating new data from the collected data, such as physical 
characteristics etc. The primary danger here is inaccuracy in derived data, particularly 
where ethnicity etc. is involved. 

Senselect suggest that the collection of bioinformation from all of these groups is not 
inherently incompatible with data protection principles, and that perfectly valid purposes 
exist. What is more difficult to determine is where the borders of proportionality lie. 

3.2.1.1 Consent 

Another important data protection principle is one of informed consent. Ordinarily consent 
must be obtained before any personal data is obtained. Obviously in the case of law 
enforcement, criminals are unlikely to ever consent to anything, so the police have special 
powers to undertake actions and collect information without having to get the consent of 
those involved. 

The danger here of course is the danger of creating a two tier system where the police are 
perceived to be above the law and treated differently to the general public. These sort of 
perceptions are very damaging in the long term to effective policing. It follows therefore 
that the police should always attempt to get consent where it is practical to do so - 
policing by consent. 

It also follows that the police should not abuse information given to them voluntarily (i.e. 
with consent), particularly where the giver has an expectation of that information being 
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treated in some particular way i.e. following the principles of the Data Protection Act. 
The police must be seen to handle information given to them in good faith, with the 
respect it deserves; otherwise the public will be less inclined to provide information in 
future. 

Senselect suggest that the current arrangements for bioinformation are incompatible with 
these conclusions. The unlimited retention and use of bioinformation given to them by 
volunteers for elimination purposes in specific cases breaches the principles of consent, 
good faith, proportionality and acquisition for specified purposes. Even if this is wholly 
legal, a position that is so incompatible with other police practices cannot be good for the 
future relationship between the police and the public. 

3.2.1.2 Innocent Suspects 

The situation is less clear for those considered as suspects but subsequently cleared (or 
not pursued). One can make the argument that if it is not ethical to universally obtain the 
entire population’s bioinformation for law enforcement purposes, primarily on the basis of 
innocent until proven guilty, then it follows that it is not ethical to retain information on 
innocent individuals. 

Nevertheless, once could make the case for limited retention perhaps with variable 
retention periods relating to the seriousness of the original offence, and the usefulness of 
bioinformation in these cases, i.e. only on the basis of a robust risk and/or privacy impact 
analysis. Most people would not object to the principle of selective retention provided 
there is a clear justification for doing so, and a good chance of the retention being useful. 
Obviously in these cases the rights of victims and potential future victims must be 
considered. 

It can never be ethical to retain information for the sake of keeping it; some useful 
purpose must be achieved as compensation for the obvious ongoing infringement on the 
rights of the individuals. 

3.2.2 Expenditure Priorities 

Bioinformation in itself is not an effective weapon against crime, it relies upon other 
police resources, and its effectiveness is limited by their effectiveness. 

It is useful to compare the situation with traffic enforcement cameras. There continues to 
be much controversy regarding the use of such cameras, and there is increasing evidence 
that only “legal” drivers are ever caught by them, since those without licenses or valid tax 
etc. have nothing to lose by being caught on camera. 

Over reliance on technology is dangerous, and it can divert resources from those areas 
which are less glamorous but have a cross-spectrum effectiveness that technology can 
never replace. 

Expending resources specifically to populate a bioinformation database will in our opinion 
divert resources from other areas, and like the replacement of police traffic patrols with 
traffic cameras, there is a real danger that cross-spectrum effectiveness will be severely 
compromised for the sake of improved niche policing. 

Senselect believe that technology that does not have universal applicability (which the 
police admit bioinformation does not) should not be given budgetary priority, and that any 
assignment of budget to such technologies must be undertaken on the basis of a strong 
cost-benefits analysis that considers the impacts on other areas. 

3.2.3 Minors 

d. Is it acceptable for bioinformation to be taken from minors and for their DNA 
profiles to be put on the NDNAD? 
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There has been much controversy at this time concerning the “mandatory” acquisition of 
fingerprints for use in school biometric systems. It is unclear whether this breaches human 
rights in the UK, but the continuing controversy is having a highly negative impact on the 
public perception and reputation of biometrics. 

Senselect suggest that acquiring bioinformation from minors is similarly fraught with long-
term negative consequences. 

In the discussion concerning biometrics in schools, there has been much discussion as to 
whether and when minors can give informed consent as required by the Data Protection 
Act, and the role of their parents or guardians in this area. Interestingly, in France the 
French information commissioner forbid the use of fingerprint biometrics in schools to 
prevent them becoming an attractive target for the police during investigations. Other 
types of biometrics incompatible with police forensic databases were allowed (e.g. iris, 
hand geometry). 

As this response was being written, the privacy commissioner for Hong Kong also forbid 
their use over concerns that it was disproportionate, that consent could not be freely 
given and “Also it's not a good way to teach our children how to give privacy rights the 
consideration they deserve”. 

Given that the current arrangements for retention make it impossible to get volunteered 
bioinformation removed, if a minor “volunteers” their bioinformation is this act actually 
valid unless their parents or guardians also agree? 

Also given that minors are not expected to understand the law, should they be allowed to 
solely undertake bioinformation decision making processes where they can be negatively 
impacted for the rest of their lives? 

Where police use their statutory powers to obtain bioinformation from minors there are 
still issues to be dealt with. The police often use their powers of arrest etc. to protect 
minors who have run away from home etc. Surely in these situations treating the minor as 
a potential criminal is incompatible with their aim of protecting the minor. 

There is an argument therefore that bioinformation should only be taken from minors 
where there is a strong likelihood that prosecution will follow. Also, since it is widely 
acknowledged that many minors grow out of their youthful indiscretions, it would be 
inappropriate to retain their bioinformation indefinitely. There is also the issue that very 
young minors might not even understand the process and be aware that their 
bioinformation had been retained, or understand their rights in these respects. 

33..33  QQuueessttiioonn  33  ((MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  ooff  tthhee  NNDDNNAADD))  

3. The management of the NDNAD 

a. Is it proportionate for bioinformation from i) suspects and ii) volunteers to be kept 
on forensic databases indefinitely? Should criminal justice and elimination samples 
also be kept indefinitely? How should the discretion of Chief Constables to remove 
profiles and samples from the NDNAD be exercised and overseen? 

Senselect believe that it is generally disproportionate to keep bioinformation from any 
source on databases indefinitely for reasons discussed in our response to question 2 above. 

For an indefinite period to be proportionate, a purpose compatible with the affect on 
human rights must be present. Senselect do not believe that particularly in the case of 
volunteers that such a purpose exists. We noted above the need to keep samples while an 
appeal is possible in order to protect the integrity of the judicial process and the rights of 
those convicted to fair appeals (note that the prosecution also has a right of appeal). 
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Also as discussed previously, Senselect suggest that where retention (of any duration) 
seemingly contravenes data protection and human rights principles, that a strong case 
must be made that considers both the potential for future good, and the potential 
usefulness of the data (since it is acknowledged that bioinformation’s usefulness is not 
constant across different crimes). A suitable vehicle could be a risk or privacy impact 
analysis. 

In other words, variable retention periods should be used, and the scheme operated in a 
similar manner to the Sex Offenders Register, i.e. a court could order that particular 
bioinformation be retained for an appropriate period. Courts could rule that 
bioinformation be kept even if no conviction was obtained, if in the opinion of the court it 
was in the public interest to do so. 

Assuming that bioinformation retention continues to be indefinite, the process by which 
profiles and samples can be removed becomes more important. It is unethical and 
incompatible with the fundamental right to due process, if there is no fair and accessible 
means for affected individuals to get their data removed. 

Given that there is commonality between this process and personal data removal under 
data protection law, Senselect suggest that the Information Commissioner be allowed to 
participate in the oversight of the process as well as advising on various legal aspects. The 
Commissioner’s involvement would also help to encourage public confidence in the 
process. 

Senselect also suggest that they produce a formal code of practice that governs the 
process and that this code be adopted by the Information Commissioner. This code should 
state the general principles that determine whether any retention (and therefore removal) 
is necessary and appropriate. 

b. Is the ethical oversight of the NDNAD adequate? What, if any, research on NDNAD 
profiles or samples should be permitted? Who should be involved in the oversight of 
such databases and granting permission to use forensic DNA profiles or samples for 
research? 

Senselect suggest that the ethical oversight is incomplete if public privacy guardians such 
as the Information Commissioner are not present. Senselect also suggest that members of 
the public be co-opted in order to foster good public relations. 

Senselect note that the world’s information and privacy commissioners have considered 
that collecting personal data and not using it is unacceptable; therefore making such data 
available for research establishes a valid purpose for collecting and using such data in the 
first place. 

On this basis therefore, using data for the future public good must be acceptable. The 
issue remains however as to how to establish whether any particular research purpose 
meets this criteria. Senselect suggest that it would be all too easy to abuse such data; the 
fact that collection coverage is not constant across the population (and discriminates 
against young males and those from poor backgrounds) could easily lead to misleading 
results and scare stories in the tabloids. It would be all too easy to re-create the evil of 
Nazi eugenics research. 

Using data for research is fraught with issues beyond whether the research is in itself 
valid. For example, there are data security issues to address since unauthorised disclosure 
of data could potentially be very damaging. Data protection standards must be well 
defined and mandated before any data is released. Effective penalties must exist for 
abuse of the data. Senselect suggest that increasingly data will be shared across 
international boundaries, and this new dimension will have to be addressed. 
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Even where data is anonymised or pseudonymised, some research will undoubtedly create 
situations where it is necessary to contact identified individuals. For example, if research 
identified those at risk of previously unexpected heart attacks, not warning those 
individuals is surely not ethical. 

Senselect suggest that the Information Commissioner has considerable experience in 
protecting data, as do various professional bodies such as the British Computer Society and 
it would be wise for them to be involved in any release process. 

c. Who should have access to information on the NDNAD and IDENT1 databases and 
how should bioinformation be protected from unauthorised uses and users? Should 
forensic databases ever be made available for non-criminal investigations, such as 
parental searches, or the identification of missing or deceased persons? 

Access to these databases should be on a strict need to know basis and security measures 
must be put in place that reflect this (such as mandatory and role based access controls). 
Senselect have developed a High Assurance Biometric Framework (HABF) concept (which 
will use an ISO 15408 Protection Profile) which specifies measures to protect biometric 
data from unauthorised access, and also to control its secure import and export across 
international boundaries. 

Senselect suggest that as well as the usual abuses of these databases that are likely to 
occur (compare with the recent problems at the Australian identity registry scheme), 
increasingly there will be problems with the import and export of data, particularly 
internationally. 

Although technical, organisational and physical security measures can be put in place to 
protect against many abuses, preventing institutionalised abuse of the data, i.e. where 
the operating organisation misuses the data, is more difficult. There needs to be a 
political will, backed up by effective oversight and penalties to prevent function creep 
from occurring. Failure to put these measures in place will eventually destroy public 
confidence. 

Senselect do not believe that using this data for non-criminal investigation purposes is 
inherently unacceptable, but note that each case needs to be considered on its own merits 
since the ethical issues will be different in each situation. In any case it is vital that such 
uses are in the public good or are the sole effective means to relieve the suffering of 
individuals. 

For example, if the databases can be accessed for parental searches, then similar ethical 
problems could arise to those surrounding adoption and artificial insemination, i.e. should 
the rights of the descendent override those of the parent. (Note that the Data Protection 
Act only protects the personal data of living individuals which could be pertinent if 
deceased persons are being identified.) There are also other related individuals to 
consider (e.g. more recent step-children of the descendents). Such searches could also 
reveal that individuals were adopted, or that parentage differed in other unexpected 
ways. 

Senselect also note the recent problems at the Criminal Records Bureau and DVLA where 
external companies were allowed access to their databases. These occurrences have had a 
negative effect on public confidence in these bodies and it is unlikely that this will be 
restored. 

d. What issues are raised by the transfer of bioinformation between agencies and 
countries? How should such transfers be facilitated and what safeguards should be in 
place for the storage and use of transferred data? 

Serious issues arise in the exchange of bioinformation between agencies and countries. 
Many of these are a consequence of the different legal arrangements in place. There are 
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also accountability issues; once data is transferred how can the original owners be sure 
that it is being used for the specified purposes by the specified people. 

Before transfers are made, there is the issue of checking the credentials, security 
arrangements etc. of potential recipients. In other words, there is the issue of setting up 
the proper trust relationship. 

Senselect have identified that this is also an issue for healthcare, where for example it is 
desirable to connect thousands of small entities around the world (e.g. doctors’ surgeries) 
to data sources (e.g. hospitals). It is not possible for the owners of data to certify each 
requestor, particularly where the circumstances for requestors rapidly change. 

Senselect proposed for healthcare (HL7) that a trust manager be used to supplement the 
mandatory access controls already specified by Senselect’s High Assurance Biometric 
Framework. The parameters for the mandatory access controls, and therefore the export 
of data, would be constrained by certified claims made by the receiving entity. These 
claims could include a statement of security controls in place, codes of ethics or laws 
conformed to, whether biometrics were used to control access, auditing in place, etc. 

One advantage of this approach would be that if the requesting entity improved their 
security mechanisms then they would automatically be able to access additional data. All 
transactions would be rigorously audited into a highly secure audit trail to enforce 
accountability. 

This approach could easily be used to protect bioinformation. During transfers themselves, 
it is vital to protect both the integrity and confidentiality of data. Confidentiality can be 
enforced using encryption, but it is also important that corruptions or changes can be 
detected during and after transmission. In Senselect’s view it is also important to be able 
to identify the supplier of imported data so that they can be consulted as the need arises. 

As discussed previously, data quality is also an issue and some statement of the quality of 
transmitted data must also be sent. Without this there is a real danger that data with poor 
provenance could be assumed to be of higher quality and used in court cases, leading to 
potentially serious miscarriages of justice (consider whether all DNA labs in Europe are 
equal in the quality of their results). 

This is a particular menace where data is being transferred between countries where the 
rules for the collection and use of evidence are different. Consider the case in the UK 
where phone tap evidence cannot currently be used in court, and the furore over the use 
of evidence obtained via torture. Will other European courts allow UK DNA evidence if it 
has been retained indefinitely without consent? 

33..44  QQuueessttiioonn  44  ((EEtthhiiccaall  IIssssuueess))  

4. Ethical issues 

a. Is the use of DNA profiles in ‘familial searching’ inquiries proportionate to the needs 
of criminal investigations? Do you consider the use of familial searching may be an 
unwarranted invasion of family privacy? 

In theory it has been possible for some time to use facial images for this purpose (related 
people have similarities), although the accuracy is very poor (fortunately for many groups 
persecuted by the Nazis in the 1930’s-40’s), so one must ask the question as to what 
makes DNA special compared with other biometrics/bioinformation. 

One big difference with DNA compared with other types of bioinformation is the large 
amount of data that can be derived from it, e.g. ethnicity, medical diseases, but this is 
not necessarily a factor in the case described in the question. This does however make the 
threat of abuse of DNA data more likely and the consequences more severe. 
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The purpose of such searches is to identify related individuals who left a sample at a crime 
scene. If this mapping cannot be reasonably determined by any other means, then it is in 
the public interest to make this search and therefore a proportionate response to do so. 

If this determination can be made however by other means that are not privacy invasive, 
then it would seem to be disproportionate to do so. There is a real danger that such 
information will become routinely trawled, with no reasonable basis for doing so. As 
discussed earlier, the potential for misidentifications is real and the risk of such 
misidentifications are more likely to occur in these cases, particularly if DNA match results 
are not cross-checked with other evidence. 

b. Certain groups, such as ethnic minorities and young males, are disproportionately 
represented on forensic databases. Is this potential for bias within these databases 
acceptable? 

Clearly if a database is constructed from offenders, then it is inevitable for the database 
to reflect their gender and ethnicity. There is a danger however that such databases will 
be used for general purposes where the bias is not taken correctly into consideration. In 
these cases it would be all too easy to draw false inferences which are not in the public 
good. (This could be a particular danger if the database is used for research by outside 
bodies for example). 

Populating the databases with additional samples to remove these biases would seem to 
be a process of damaging one human right to fix the abuse of another. 

More serious problems could occur where close matches are considered. It is feasible that 
an individual could be sufficiently distinct from others in the database for them to be 
continuously selected as the closest match in a disproportionate number of cases. 
Obviously, there is great potential where this happens for the individual to be 
unintentionally harassed by the police; given the biases described in the question, it would 
all too easy for this is to be interpreted as deliberate racial harassment etc. and could 
lead to serious civil unrest. 

Even so, it is better to put measures in place to prevent such individuals from being 
victimised than to potentially surrender further human rights by populating the databases 
with potentially non-consensual data. 

c. Is it acceptable that volunteers (such as victims, witnesses, mass screen volunteers) 
also have their profiles retained on the NDNAD? 

Should consent be irrevocable for individuals who agree initially to the retention of 
samples voluntarily given to the police? Are the provisions for obtaining consent 
appropriate? Should volunteers be able to withdraw their consent at a later stage? 

Senselect believe as indicated in our responses to previous questions, that retaining the 
data of innocent individuals without their freely given and informed consent is not 
acceptable and contrary to the principles of data protection and humans rights laws. 

Senselect accept however that in the greater scheme of things that limited retention 
beyond that needed for the purpose for which bioinformation was collected could serve 
the public good, provided the benefits outweigh the loss of rights suffered by the 
individuals. 

Senselect believe that whatever scheme is put in place should follow rules that would be 
required if this involved normal personal data covered under the Data Protection Act. 

Trying to impose an “data protection incompatible” regime for bioinformation collection, 
use and retention will seriously undermine its public perception and impede its future 
effectiveness by making individuals less likely to volunteer their bioinformation. This could 
also have serious knock on effects for medical research. 
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Senselect suggest therefore that: 

≡ Consent should be revocable after a time period specified during the initial consent 
process (This could prevent a disproportionate effort by the police where people give 
and then quickly remove their consent, as well as helping to detect unrelated crimes). 

≡ Consent given by witnesses or victims should automatically be reaffirmed after a short 
period of time, e.g. two weeks, to ensure that consent was genuinely freely given at a 
time of potentially great stress. Since the number of these cases is relatively small, 
this should not be a disproportionate effort. 

≡ It should be possible for the police to refuse to remove consent where they believe 
that it is in the interests of justice to do so, e.g. if they believe that a volunteer is 
trying to pervert the course of justice, or if they are being coerced to do so, i.e. 
removal of consent must also be freely given and informed. 

≡ Disputes involving consent should be resolved during Data Protection Act processes. 

≡ Staff obtaining consent should be appropriately trained to avoid putting undue 
pressure on volunteers, and must be able to explain the purposes, retention, etc. 

≡ Retention periods should vary according to the type of individual e.g. witness, victim, 
volunteer, reflecting the need to make such a retention (e.g. to allow future 
appeals). 

≡ Individuals within the police with responsibility for oversight must be independent of 
the command chain. 

≡ The process must have oversight by an independent third party such as the 
Information Commissioner. 

d. Would the collection of DNA from everyone at birth be more equitable than 
collecting samples from only those who come into contact with the criminal justice 
system? Would the establishment of such a populationwide forensic database be 
proportionate to the needs of law enforcement? What are the arguments for and 
against an extension of the database? 

While this could be more equitable it would not be a proportionate response. As noted 
previously: 

≡ Bioinformation is only useful in certain types of crimes 

≡ Matching accuracy is limited by the quality of data acquisition 

≡ New purposes for the databases beyond their original ones would be created over 
time, e.g. adding DNA to identity cards 

≡ Such databases could be easily abused by criminals, organised crime or governments. 

= Witnesses and victims could be tracked down. Witness protection schemes could 
become ineffective. 

= Ethnic groups could be identified and persecuted as seen in Nazi Germany and 
more recently Rwanda2. 

The only effective defence to Nazi-style abuses of bioinformation is to not have such 
databases. 

                                            
2 Although in these cases an indication of race etc. on identity cards was used, since a 
bioinformation database would be more accurate, it is certain that such databases would be used if 
available. 
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33..55  QQuueessttiioonn  55  ((EEvviiddeennttiiaall  VVaalluuee  ooff  BBiiooiinnffoorrmmaattiioonn))  

5. The evidential value of bioinformation 

a. What should be done to ensure that police, legal professionals, witnesses and jury 
members have sufficient understanding of any forensic bioinformation relevant to 
their participation in the criminal justice system? 

Biometrics and bioinformation are often perceived by the layman to be highly accurate, 
and figures given for their reliability such as 1 in a billion often belie their true accuracy. 

Although it is possible to create a very accurate profile from a DNA sample, this process is 
still plagued by the same issues that affect other types of biometrics. In essence, the 
process of converting the raw sample (raw biometric) into a profile used for matching 
(biometric template) is a lossy compression and always results in the creation of an 
approximation to the original. 

The problems of expressing and explaining this to lay people are immense, especially 
when probability and statistics must be used. Biometrics and to some degree 
bioinformation are non-deterministic, i.e. one can get different results each time a 
measurement is made, and this can make such evidence difficult to understand. 

Senselect agree that the problem of people in court being overawed by expert witnesses is 
real and has led to serious miscarriages of justice in the UK in recent years. 

Even so, the basic mathematical principles are still relatively simple and it would be 
straightforward to produce documentation tailored for each group that explained the 
issues and how to interpret the evidence. Biometric experts (including those at the UK 
CESG) could assist in producing such documentation, which could also cover biometrics in 
general (since these will also soon become an issue for courts to interpret). 

b. How much other evidence should be required before a defendant can be convicted 
in a case with a declared DNA match? Should a DNA match ever be taken to be 
sufficient to prove guilt in the absence of other evidence? 

A DNA match is not foolproof and could be incorrect for a variety of reasons. 

≡ DNA samples are identical within identical siblings (consider the case where such 
twins were separated and adopted, and one commits a crime where the other is in the 
database). 

≡ Samples acquired in the field will rarely be of the same quality as the reference 
samples in the forensic database, this will adversely affect the false acceptance rate 
and lead to mismatches. Samples taken could also have an innocent explanation for 
their presence. 

≡ The evidence could have been tampered with after collection e.g. a different DNA 
sample swapped in. If DNA is enough to convict on its own, this will become a popular 
attack by organised crime, corrupt police etc. 

≡ Errors could occur during processing. Poor technique could lead to contamination of 
the samples, or misreading of results. (Recall problems that have occurred with drugs 
testing of athletes). 

≡ The evidence may have been falsely planted. Recall the recent case where a woman 
attempted to frame her lover for rape by recovering his semen from a used condom. 
The Oscar® nominated film Gattaca is an excellent film that shows the limits of 
biometrics and bioinformation, as well as abuses of this data (specifically DNA). 

≡ The match process itself is inherently imperfect. Even the theoretical false 
acceptance rate (FAR) of 1 in a billion is still not enough to accurately distinguish an 
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individual within the earth’s population. By definition DNA is not sufficient to identify 
beyond all reasonable doubt since any sample should statistically match 4 or 5 people. 

For many purposes, a FAR of 1 in a billion is adequate for identification purposes since the 
consequences of an incorrect match are generally limited, and other processes can be 
used to resolve the situation. 

If DNA is relied upon however in court as the sole means of proof, then this assumption is 
not necessarily valid. The misidentified individual could be imprisoned for many years, his 
family suffer terrible hardship etc. - there could be no effective remediation for such 
miscarriages of justice, particularly in the most serious of crimes (where DNA is already 
widely used in as evidence). 

Senselect suggest therefore that DNA matching (without any mathematical statement of 
its accuracy) should never be the sole means of identification in criminal cases and that it 
must always be corroborated by other evidence. Senselect note that the burden of proof is 
different in civil cases and that relying solely on DNA might be acceptable here. 

Another means to determine whether DNA can be solely relied upon could be to mandate a 
minimum false acceptance rate that must have been reached by the evidence trail. As 
noted above, the theoretical FAR of 1 in a billion for existing DNA matching will never be 
achieved in practice for a variety of reasons - 1 in a 100 million might still be acceptable 
in criminal cases (although this now means that 50 people in the world would also match) 
but clearly 1 in 10 million would not be since this now means that at least 5 people in the 
UK would match. 

In any case, it is always good practice to state effective FAR when presenting biometric or 
bioinformation evidence. 

33..66  QQuueessttiioonn  66  ((OOtthheerr  IIssssuueess))  

6. Other issues 

a. Are there any other issues, within our terms of reference, which we should 
consider? 

Senselect suggest that there are other vulnerable groups who could be adversely affected 
unless special arrangements are made for them. These include the elderly and disabled. Is 
it valid for example to take a bioinformation sample from someone who is mentally 
incapable of giving consent? If they have an advocate or person with power of attorney, 
how will they be accommodated in the process? 

Senselect note that differences in regime used by medical research, bioinformation 
holders, biometrics users, is unhelpful and will get worse over time. Differences between 
countries will exacerbate this. 

Senselect suggest that efforts be made to reconcile the way that bioinformation is 
acquired for medical research with the way that police acquire and process this 
information (as discussed herein), and the way that sensitive personal data is handled in 
general under the Data Protection Act. 

The working group may wish to consider the role of standards bodies (e.g. BSI, ISO), 
professional bodies (e.g. BCS) and public protectors (e.g. Information Commissioners) in 
producing unified codes of conduct, standards etc. 

In Senselect’s opinion, the failure to consider the global aspects of this problem and the 
need to share data between agencies in different countries is key. 
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44  CCoonncclluussiioonnss  

44..11  SSuummmmaarryy  ooff  RReessppoonnsseess  

4.1.1 Question 1 

≡ The false acceptance rate (FAR) of 1 in a billion is adequate in most cases but 

= In a global population four other people will probably match too 

= The stated FAR is only attainable under optimal conditions 

≡ Distinguishing between related individuals is critical because 

= In many serious crimes, the perpetrator is known or related to the victim 

= DNA evidence is heavily relied upon in these cases (e.g. rape, assault, murder) 

4.1.2 Question 2 

4.1.2.1 Question 2a & 2c 

≡ If Data Protection Act Principles were solely applied to the problem then: 

= Bioinformation collected from volunteers for the purposes of elimination is a valid 
purpose, but such data should only be used for this purpose and should be 
destroyed once this process is completed (assuming a negative result) 

= Bioinformation collected from staff for the purposes of elimination could 
reasonably be retained for the period of their employment and subsequently whilst 
investigations that they might need to be eliminated from are ongoing 

= Bioinformation collected from suspects should only be collected and processed for 
the duration of the investigation and prosecution in question, although it would be 
reasonable during this period to check the information against other investigations 

= Bioinformation collected from convicted persons (who presumably have previously 
given data either as volunteers or suspects) should be retained for a period 
compatible with their sentencing. Because of the prospect of appeals, even after 
sentencing is complete, it would be reasonable to retain their bioinformation while 
any appeal is possible 

= Certain sub-groups such as witnesses and victims would need special treatment 

≡ From the data protection point of view for these groups: 

= Collecting bioinformation is reasonable and not inherently incompatible with data 
protection principles 

= Retention periods would vary 

= It is unclear whether it would be permitted to use data for other and potentially 
novel purposes 

= The borders of proportionality are not obvious 

≡ Collection without consent will undermine existing policing by consent principles 

= Existing arrangements for bioinformation collection and unlimited retention are 
dangerously incompatible with these policing and data protection principles 

≡ Retention without consent of bioinformation from “innocent suspects” is highly 
incompatible with the principle of innocent until proven guilty 
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= Limited retention is only allowable if there are clear useful purposes that outweigh 
the infringement of rights 

4.1.2.2 Question 2b 

≡ Bioinformation in itself is not an effective weapon against crime, it relies upon other 
police resources, and its effectiveness is limited by their effectiveness 

= Over reliance on technology is dangerous, and it can divert resources from those 
areas which are less glamorous but have a cross-spectrum effectiveness that 
technology can never replace 

= Expending resources specifically to populate a bioinformation database will divert 
resources from other areas and there is a real danger that cross-spectrum 
effectiveness will be severely compromised for the sake of improved niche policing 

= Technology that does not have universal applicability (which bioinformation does 
not) should not be given budgetary priority, and that any assignment of budget to 
such technologies must be undertaken on the basis of a strong cost-benefits 
analysis that considers the impacts on other areas 

4.1.2.3 Question 2d 

≡ There has been much controversy concerning the “mandatory” acquisition of 
fingerprints for use in school biometric systems 

= It is unclear whether this breaches human rights in the UK, but the continuing 
controversy is having a highly negative impact on the public perception and 
reputation of biometrics 

= Several countries including France, Portugal and Hong Kong have forbidden the use 
of biometrics in schools (unless incompatible with police systems in France) 

= Acquiring bioinformation from minors is similarly fraught with long-term negative 
consequences 

= Whether minors can give informed and freely given consent is open to question and 
many legal issues remain to be resolved 

= Bioinformation should only be collected from minors if there is a strong probability 
of prosecution 

4.1.3 Question 3 

4.1.3.1 Question 3a 

≡ It is generally disproportionate to keep bioinformation from any source on databases 
indefinitely 

= For an indefinite period to be proportionate, a purpose compatible with the affect 
on human rights must be present. Senselect do not believe that particularly in the 
case of volunteers that such a purpose exists (except where necessary for appeals) 

= Where retention (of any duration) seemingly contravenes data protection and 
human rights principles, a strong case must be made that considers both the 
potential for future good and potential usefulness of the data (since it is 
acknowledged that bioinformation’s usefulness is not constant across different 
crimes) 

= A suitable vehicle for establishing proportionality could be a risk or privacy impact 
analysis 

≡ Variable retention periods should be used when bioinformation is retained (e.g. for 
those convicted) 
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= Courts should specify these retention periods 

= Courts should be able to rule that bioinformation be kept even if no conviction was 
obtained, if in their opinion it is in the public interest to do so 

4.1.3.2 Question 3b 

≡ It is unethical and incompatible with the fundamental right to due process, if there is 
no fair and accessible means for affected individuals to get their data removed 

≡ The Information Commissioner should be allowed to participate in the oversight of all 
processes as well as advising on various legal aspects. The Commissioner’s 
involvement would also help to encourage public confidence in the process 

= A formal code of practice should be produced for adoption by the Commissioner 
under his powers 

≡ Ethical oversight is incomplete if public privacy guardians such as the Information 
Commissioner are not present 

= Members of the public should be co-opted in order to foster good public relations 

≡ The world’s information and privacy commissioners have considered that collecting 
personal data and not using it is unacceptable; therefore making such data available 
for research establishes a valid purpose for collecting and using such data 

≡ Abuse of data is highly likely 

= Since collection coverage is not constant across the population (and discriminates 
against young males and those from poor backgrounds) misleading results could 
easily lead to scare stories in the tabloids etc. It would be all too easy for someone 
to re-create the evil of Nazi eugenics research 

= Data security issues must be addressed since unauthorised disclosure of data could 
potentially be very damaging. 

= Data protection standards must be well defined and mandated before data release. 
Effective penalties must exist to deter abuse 

= International sharing will be an issue 

≡ Even where data is anonymised or pseudonymised, research will undoubtedly create 
situations individuals must be contacted e.g. 

= If research identified those at risk of previously unexpected heart attacks 

≡ The Information Commissioner and professional bodies such as the British Computer 
Society (BCS) have considerable experience in protecting data and should be involved 
in any release process 

4.1.3.3 Question 3c 

≡ Access to these databases should be on a strict need to know basis and security 
measures must be put in place that reflect this (such as mandatory and role based 
access controls) 

= Senselect have developed a High Assurance Biometric Framework (HABF) concept 
(which will use an ISO 15408 Protection Profile) which specifies measures to 
protect biometric data from unauthorised access, and also to control its secure 
import and export across international boundaries 

= Import and export of data internationally will be a serious problem 

≡ Although technical, organisational and physical security measures can be put in place 
to protect against many abuses, preventing institutionalised abuse of the data, i.e. 
where the operating organisation misuses the data, is more difficult 
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= There needs to be a political will, backed up by effective oversight and penalties 
to prevent function creep from occurring. Failure to put these measures in place 
will eventually destroy public confidence. 

≡ Using bioinformation for non-criminal investigation purposes is inherently 
unacceptable 

= Each case needs to be considered on its own merits since the ethical issues will be 
different in each situation 

= It is vital that such uses are in the public good or are the sole effective means to 
relieve the suffering of individuals 

= Similar ethical problems could arise to those surrounding adoption and artificial 
insemination 

≡ Note the recent problems at the Criminal Records Bureau and DVLA where external 
companies were allowed access to their databases 

= These occurrences have had a negative effect on public confidence in these bodies 
and it is unlikely that this will be restored 

4.1.3.4 Question 3d 

≡ Serious issues arise in the exchange of bioinformation between agencies and countries 

= A consequence of the different legal arrangements in place 

= Accountability issues; once data is transferred how can the original owners be sure 
that it is being used for the specified purposes by the specified people 

= Verifying the trust relationship between the parties is a difficult problem 

= Senselect have identified similar issues in healthcare, and have proposed an 
extension to their HABF concept to dynamically check trust relationships based on 
certified claims and set exchange policies appropriately 

= Integrity issues and the need to be able to verify with original data source 

= Quality and provenance of data exchanged may affect admissibility of such data as 
evidence 

4.1.4 Question 4 

4.1.4.1 Question 4a 

≡ DNA causes particular problems to arise because other sensitive data can be derived 
e.g. ethnicity, medical illnesses 

≡ Familial searching is proportionate if the search cannot be reasonably undertaken by 
any other means 

= Allowing searches to be done routinely will encourage trawling with no strong 
justification to do so, and will increase the chance of misidentifications 

4.1.4.2 Question 4b 

≡ Databases constructed from offenders’ data will inevitably reflect their gender and 
ethnicity 

= Danger that database bias will not be properly considered 

= False inferences could be drawn especially by other bodies (e.g. research) 

≡ Populating the databases with additional samples obtained without consent in order 
to remove bias is damaging one human right to fix the abuse of another 

≡ Potential for individuals to be harassed if close matches are allowed 
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= Potentially very damaging if misinterpreted as racial discrimination etc. 

= Better to put measures in place to prevent such individuals from being harassed 
than to potentially surrender further human rights 

4.1.4.3 Question 4c 

≡ Retaining the data of innocent individuals without their freely given and informed 
consent is not acceptable and contrary to the principles of data protection and 
humans rights laws 

= Limited retention beyond that needed for the purpose for which bioinformation 
was collected could serve the public good, provided the benefits outweigh the loss 
of rights suffered by individuals. 

= Any scheme should follow rules that would be required if this involved normal 
personal data covered under the Data Protection Act. 

≡ Trying to impose an “data protection incompatible” regime for bioinformation 
collection, use and retention will seriously undermine its public perception and 
impede its future effectiveness by making individuals less likely to volunteer their 
bioinformation 

= This could also have serious knock on effects for medical research 

≡ Senselect suggest that: 

= Consent should be revocable after a time period specified during the initial consent 
process (This could prevent a disproportionate effort where people give and then 
quickly remove their consent, as well as helping to detect unrelated crimes) 

= Consent given by witnesses or victims should automatically be reaffirmed after a 
short period of time, e.g. two weeks, to ensure that consent was genuinely freely 
given at a time of potentially great stress. This should not be a disproportionate 
effort 

= It should be possible for the police to refuse to remove consent where they believe 
that it is in the interests of justice or if they are being coerced to do so, i.e. 
removal of consent must also be freely given and informed 

= Disputes involving consent should be resolved during Data Protection Act processes 

= Staff obtaining consent should be appropriately trained to avoid putting undue 
pressure on volunteers, and must be able to explain the purposes, retention, etc. 

= Retention periods should vary according to the type of individual e.g. witness, 
victim, volunteer, reflecting the need to make such a retention (e.g. to allow 
future appeals) 

= Individuals within the police with responsibility for oversight must be independent 
of the command chain 

= The process must have oversight by an independent third party such as the 
Information Commissioner 

4.1.4.4 Question 4d 

≡ While universal collection at birth could be more equitable it would not be a 
proportionate response 

= Bioinformation is only useful in certain types of crimes 

= Matching accuracy is limited by the quality of data acquisition 

= New purposes for the databases beyond their original ones would be created over 
time (function creep), e.g. adding DNA to identity cards 
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= Databases could be easily abused by criminals, organised crime or governments 

= Witnesses and victims could be tracked down. Witness protection schemes could 
become ineffective 

= Ethnic groups could be identified and persecuted as seen in Nazi Germany and 
more recently Rwanda 

≡ The only effective defence to Nazi-style abuses of bioinformation is to not have such 
databases 

4.1.5 Question 5 

4.1.5.1 Question 5a 

≡ Biometrics and bioinformation often perceived by the layman as being highly accurate 

= Figures given for their reliability such as 1 in a billion belie their true accuracy 

≡ Creating accurate profiles from DNA has similar issues to those for biometrics in 
general 

≡ The process of converting the raw sample (raw biometric) into a profile used for 
matching (biometric template) is a lossy compression and always results in the 
creation of an approximation to the original. 

≡ The problems of expressing and explaining process to lay people are immense, 
especially when probability and statistics must be used 

= Biometrics and to some degree bioinformation are non-deterministic, i.e. one can 
get different results each time a measurement is made, and this can make such 
evidence difficult to understand 

≡ Senselect agree that the problem of people in court being overawed by expert 
witnesses is real and has led to serious miscarriages of justice in the UK in recent 
years 

≡ Tailored documentation should be produced for each group to clearly explain the 
issues and how to interpret evidence 

= Biometric experts (e.g. those at the UK CESG) could assist in producing such 
documentation 

= Also need to cover biometrics in general (since these will also soon become an 
issue for courts) 

4.1.5.2 Question 5b 

≡ A DNA match is not foolproof and could be incorrect for a variety of reasons. 

= DNA samples are identical within identical siblings 

= Samples acquired in the field will rarely be of the same quality as the reference 
samples in the forensic database, this will adversely affect the false acceptance 
rate and lead to mismatches. Samples taken could also have an innocent 
explanation for their presence 

= The evidence could have been tampered with after collection. If DNA is enough to 
convict on its own, this will become a popular attack by criminals 

= Errors could occur during processing. Poor technique could lead to contamination 
of the samples, or misreading of results. 

= The evidence may have been falsely planted 

= The match process itself is inherently imperfect. 
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≡ For many purposes, a FAR of 1 in a billion is adequate for identification purposes since 
the consequences of an incorrect match are generally limited, and other processes 
can be used to resolve the situation 

= If relied upon in court this is not valid and remediation could be very difficult for 
affected individuals. Miscarriages of justice could last for years and also seriously 
affect the family of the wrongly convicted 

≡ DNA matching (without any mathematical statement of its accuracy) should never be 
the sole means of identification in criminal cases and that it must always be 
corroborated by other evidence 

= The burden of proof is different in civil cases and that relying solely on DNA might 
be acceptable here 

≡ A means to determine whether DNA can be solely relied upon could be to mandate a 
minimum false acceptance rate (as opposed to the theoretical FAR) that must have 
been reached by the evidence trail 

= It is good practice to state effective FAR when presenting biometric or 
bioinformation evidence 

4.1.6 Question 6 

≡ The impact on other vulnerable groups such as the elderly and disabled must be 
considered 

≡ Differences in regime used by medical research, bioinformation holders, biometrics 
users, is unhelpful and will get worse over time 

= Differences between countries will exacerbate this 

≡ Efforts should be made to reconcile the way that bioinformation is acquired for: 

= medical research 

= police acquisition and processing 

= sensitive personal data handling in general under the Data Protection Act 

≡ The working group may wish to consider the role of standards bodies (e.g. BSI, ISO), 
professional bodies (e.g. BCS) and public protectors (e.g. Information Commissioners) 
in producing unified codes of conduct, standards etc. 

≡ The failure to consider the global aspects of bioinformation and the need to share 
data between agencies in different countries is key 

44..22  CClloossiinngg  RReemmaarrkkss  

Senselect believe that abuses of sensitive personal information are already a real and 
present danger to the rights of members of society. 

Many of these abuses are executed by criminals, often exploiting weak or absent security 
or legal protections, but there has been a growing trend for governments to extend the 
collection, processing and storage of such data causing function creep, and most recently 
to an international scale. Senselect identified this problem in late 2004 and have 
developed solutions to address many of these (e.g. HABF - High Assurance Biometric 
Framework). 

Biometrics and bioinformation are in this context almost identical, and those issues 
currently arising from biometrics (such as collecting them from minors in schools) are 
already of public concern. 
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Governments have increasingly viewed biometrics and bioinformation as weapons against 
terrorism and have tended to override often valid concerns by asserting national security 
imperatives. 

This is counter-productive since the resultant lack of transparency makes it easier for 
abusers to perpetrate their crimes as well as undermining public confidence in such 
systems. 

In many cases it is also unnecessary; a careful adherence to existing laws such as the Data 
Protection Act can provide the functionality needed. 

Very often the maxim “if you have nothing to hide, you have nothing to fear” is trotted 
out in these situations. 

This vile maxim is false and dangerous. 

One has only to analyse the history of Germany before and during WWII to realise how 
even democratically introduced measures instigated for the public good can be subverted 
for evil ends. In case that appalling example is not sufficient, recall how identity cards 
were recently used to facilitate genocide in Rwanda. 

Universal bioinformation databases have great potential to be abused on an even greater 
scale by such evildoers. 

Biometrics and bioinformation databases can make the world a better place, but their 
complex consequences and interactions must be carefully analysed, and all precautions 
rigorously enforced. 

Society must also ask itself carefully whether it wishes to enable the basic infrastructure 
that future tyrannies can exploit to create even more monstrous holocausts; do some 
benefits to society come with too high a price to pay ? 


